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Abstract

Self-propelled underwater systems belong to the effective means of marine robotics. The advantages of their use include the 

ability to perform underwater work in real time with high quality and without risk to the life of a human operator. At present, the 

design of such complexes is not formalized and is carried out separately for each of the components – a remotely operated vehicle, 

a tether-cable and cable winch, a cargo device and a control and energy device. As a result, the time spent on design increases and 

its quality decreases. The system approach to the design of remotely operated complexes ensures that the features of the interac-

tion of the components of the complex are taken into account when performing its main operating modes. In this paper, the system 

interaction between the components of the complex is proposed to take into account in the form of decomposition of “underwater 

tasks (mission) – underwater technology of its implementation – underwater work on the selected technology – task for the executive 

mechanism of the complex” operations. With this approach, an information base is formed for the formation of a list of mechanisms 
of the complex, the technical appearance of its components is being formed, which is important for the early design stages. Operative, 

creative and engineering phases of the design of the complex are proposed. For each phase, a set of works has been formulated that 

cover all the components of the complex and use the author's existence equations for these components as a tool for system analysis 

of technical solutions.

The perspective of the scientific task of the creative phase to create accurate information models of the functioning of the 
components of the complex and models to support the adoption of design decisions based on a systematic approach is shown.

The obtained results form the theoretical basis for finding effective technical solutions in the early stages of designing 
remotely operated complexes and for automating the design with the assistance of modern applied computer research and de-

sign packages.
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1. Introduction

A significant part of the search, inspection, environmental protection and other underwater 
work is traditionally performed with a wide involvement of remotely operated vehicles (ROV) [1, 2]. 

Such devices are used, as a rule, from the ship’s carrier, on which the control and energy device 

(CED), cargo device (CD), cable winch (CW) with tether cable (TC) are located.
The main advantages of the ROV use in marine practice include performing work under 

the control or supervision of a human operator in real time. This ensures the high quality and per-

formance of the ROV underwater mission, eliminates the risk to human life in comparison with 

traditional diving technologies [3].

A promising direction in the ROV development is the creation of unmanned remotely op-

erating complexes (ROC) based on them, when they are equipped with CDs to fully automate the 

implementation of the underwater mission and is installed on unmanned carrier ships (СS).
The equipment composition of a typical ROC is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Equipment composition of a typical ROC

At present, the design and creation of the ROC and ROV is mainly performed as a unique 

research and engineering activity based on the cognitive approach (that is, not formalized). This in-

creases the duration of the design stage of the creation of such equipment and, ultimately, their cost.

A wide variety of ROV applications and the high relevance of the ROC creation stimulate 

the development of a generalized methodology for their design as a separate type of marine robot-

ics, based on the achievements of system theory [4].

The main hypothesis of the article is the possibility and expediency of transferring the meth-

odology for the design of the ROVs to the principles of a systems approach as the theoretical basis 

for automating the processes of their design in the early stages of development.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Modern methods of ROC design cover almost the full range of issues related to the creation 

of their main component ROVs themselves, their tether cables and control and energy device.

The first scientific papers on this issue were published in the 80s of the last century and quite 
fundamentally formulated the design tasks of that period and the first technical solutions regarding 
the ROV and TC as unique oceanographic equipment [5–7].

In further studies, scientists focused on the development and improvement of ROV indi-

vidual components (engines with electric and hydraulic drives [8], navigation and control systems 

[9, 10], buoyancy materials [11]), as well as on the creation of attachments and tools for the remote 

performance of underwater operations [12, 13].

Over the past 10 years, the ROV design has been further developed in the following areas:

– improvement of their manual and automated control systems;
– development of methods for creating cheap ROVs, including for shallow water;
– creation of training ROVs.

For example, in [14], a modular approach to the creation of hardware and software controls 

for ROV based on the open source platform Visor3 is described. This shortens the development 

time of the ROV software control systems and simplifies the implementation of their diagnostics 
and repair modes. The work [15] describes the use of the built-in operating system μC/OS-II, which 
software gateway ensures the operation and stability of work in real time. The work [16] presents 

the constructions of controllers used to control the ROV depth control system, which involves the 

use of elements of artificial intelligence – a fuzzy logic controller SIFLC, an adaptive neuro-fuzzy 
inference system ANFIS), a controller of fuzzy logic Mamdani and a traditional controller based on 

the PID controller. The work [17] is devoted to the development of underwater video surveillance 

systems with the service function of scaling an underwater object.
Recently, in connection with the intensification of underwater operations in shallow water 

(depths of up to 50–100 meters), there has been a tendency to create cheap ROV, which had high 

operational properties, in particular, in terms of automation of control and information processing. 

For example, in [18], an easy-to-use, portable, safe, and reliable ROV is developed that is capable 

of performing scientific research under the guidance of students. University Teknologi Malaysia 
scientists have developed and built low cost ROV based on the use of cheap materials (polyvinyl 

chloride, etc.) [19]. In [20], the mechanical design, propulsion properties, electrical systems, as well 

as the software architecture of the graphical user interface for creating a shallow-purpose ROV are 
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explained in detail. The work [21] is devoted to the design and development of low-cost miniature 

ROV for work at shallow depths with complex trajectories of movement.
In [22], a prototype ROV with three degrees of freedom is developed and tested, which is 

connected to the fuel and energy complex by unshielded twisted pairs of conductors, where a mi-

crocontroller is used to transfer data between the joystick and the ROV.
In addition to these areas, scientists are working on issues of an integrated approach to the 

ROV creation.

Thus, in [23], designs of naval ROV, which provide reliable visual information for the ob-

servation and maintenance of ship hulls and underwater structures of Columbia port equipment, 

are presented. The design is presented as a complex of four main subsystems: mechanical naval, 

computer hardware and software, navigation and control. The most responsible design solutions are 

evaluated taking into account environmental conditions, size limitations, hydrostatics, hydrody-

namics, degrees of freedom, the availability of instruments and control equipment. The CAD-CAE 

and CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) computing tools are used as design and research tools.

Significant results are obtained in the direction of the practical creation and application of 
the ROV. For example, in [24], the design and creation of the ROV Ariana-I created at the Univer-

sity of Shiraz (IR Iran) is described. This system is equipped with sensors of rotation, pitch, roll 

and depth, which provide a sufficient number of feedback signals, giving the system six degrees 
of freedom. The video system is based on the Ethernet equipment, the control and feedback of the 

sensors are transmitted via the RS485 bus, and the video signal, the signaling of water flow and the 
battery charging wire on one multicore cable.

Research [25, 26] focuses on the ROV development, which use experimental data trans-

mission systems through the acoustic channel, inertial sensors, numerical simulation in Matlab 

(Simulink), etc.

Research [27] presents the concept of the ROV design for the inspection of underwater oil 

and gas fields, in which the control of spatial motion is performed using vectorized propellers.
Important ROV variants are created for the inspection of underwater pipelines [28], for re-

mote investigation of the underwater environment with the transmission of information via cable 

to the coast station [29].

A number of ROVs are designed and created for educational tasks, in particular, for prepar-

ing students of colleges and universities [30–33].

The most thorough studies in the areas of the ROV design and their control systems in 

recent years have been performed in [34–36]. Thus, the work [34] presents the ROV development 

and construction, which differ conceptually depending on their application – micro, mini, light, 

heavy classes of ROV, etc. The paper [35] addresses the issues of ROV and ROC classification, 
while the paper [36] proposes the concept of representing the ROC as a maritime object with 
flexible connections.

These and other scientific work in the direction of the ROC design are associated with the 
research of their individual components – ROV, TC, control systems and the like. However, the 

issue of creating a unified methodology for the ROC design in the composition of the ROV, TC, 
CW, CD and CED as a marine complex, designed to function as a single system, is not covered in 
modern scientific literature. The urgency for the maritime practice of creating such complexes is 
due to the need to perform a wide range of underwater missions in automatic mode, including from 

the unmanned CS.

The creation of such complexes is a complex applied scientific task; therefore, their design 
should be carried out on the basis of a system approach.

The aim of research is development of a generalized ROC design methodology based on 

a systematic approach as a theoretical basis for finding technical solutions in the early stages of 
their design.

To achieve the aim it is proposed to solve the following tasks:

– to establish the features of the application of a systematic approach to the ROC design;
– to develop the substantive part of the design procedure for ROC, which implements the 

principles of the system approach.
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3. The results of the development of a generalized methodology for the ROC design

3. 1. Features of the application of a systematic approach to the ROC design 

The essence of the system approach S to design a modern high-tech and market competitive 

product is considering the functioning of the components of the product, taking into account their 

interaction [37]. Such interaction between the ROC components (Fig. 1) should be analyzed in the 

following sequence of operations:

– underwater tasks U
Z
, which should accomplish the ROC;

– underwater technology U
T
, which should be implemented by the ROC to perform the task U

Z
;

– a lot of underwater work U
J
, which must be performed using this technology U

T
;

– a lot of tasks U
V
 for Y

ROC 
actuators that implement the U

J
.

Thus, there is the following sequence of operations of the designer-systems engineering for 

the ROC design:

                                                   S=U
Z
→U

T
→U

J
→U

F
.    (1)

The set of tasks U
F
 forms the information base for the formation of a list of Y

ROC
 mecha-

nisms and can be used to form the technical appearance of future ROC components – ROV, CW, 
CD, CED, as well as to form requirements for the TC operational properties.

The ROC design based on the principles of a systematic approach (analysis of the func-

tioning of the ROC components, taking into account their interaction and taking into account the 

influence of the environment) can be represented by the following phases:
– formulation of the main factors of its future application X

P
 (production phase, the final 

product of which is the development of technical requirements (technical specifications) G to the 
future of the product;

– product design (creative phase, the end result of which P
P
 is the overall structure and 

composition of product K, its previous material M, energy E, informational I and operational J 

characteristics) [38];
– technical design of the product C

P
 (the engineering phase, the end result of which is the 

technical design – a set of drawings and other technical documentation, in general, meet the tech-

nical requirements G).

Thus, in the general case, from the standpoint of a systematic approach to the design of a 

modern high-tech and market competitive product, it is possible to present a variety of basic oper-

ations:

                                                      S={X
P
; P

P
; C

P
}|

G
.    (2)

Let’s consider these design phases in more detail.

3. 2. Development of the content part of the ROC design methodology

In the case of ROC creation as a whole market product, the components of a systematic ap-

proach can be formulated as follows.

The formulation of the main factors of the ROC use X
P
 (production phase – external design):

– definition and preliminary analysis of information about the basic underwater task 
А={A

1
,…A

N
}, which should be carried out by the ROC;

– determination of the characteristics of the aquatic environment Z, in which the ROC 

should work (characteristics of the working area (depth H, wind 
V

V
�

 and wave 
W

V
�

 
disturbances, 

diagrams of the underwater flow 
T

V ,
�

 hydrophysical 
HF

X  and hydrochemical 
HC

X  characteristics 

of the aquatic environment, etc.).

Thus, the staged phase of the ROC creation can be described by the following sets of 

design works:

                                                           X
P
={А; Z};    (3)
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                                                       А={A
1
,…A

N
};    (4)

                                          { }T
; ; ; ;; ,

V W HF HC
V V V X XZ H=
� � �

   (5)

where N – the number of basic underwater tasks for the created ROC.

ROC design P
P
 (creative phase – internal design):

– definition and analysis of design constraints on the created ROC О
ROC

 – mass-dimensional 

О
M

, energy О
E
, information О

I
, operational О

J
, cost О

Ek
;

– determination of preliminary information on the structure and composition of K
ROC 

equip-

ment of ROC components (underwater vehicle K
ROV

, cable K
TC

, cable winch KCW, cargo device K
CD

 

and control and energy device K
CED

), which are necessary for underwater tasks A;
– substantiation of the ROV architectural-constructive type Q

ROV
 as the central task of the 

creative phase – the hydrodynamic type of the ROV case, the arrangement of the propulsive-steer-

ing devices and the external replaceable tool, etc.;
– development of virtual 3D-models of VM ROC components (VM

ROV
, VM

TC
, VMCW, 

VM
CED

 та VM
CD

);
– development of mathematical models MM as an instrumental basis for the ROC analysis – 

models of ROC operation in quasi-stationary and dynamic modes MM
F
, necessary to verify the 

compliance of the complex being created with the technical requirements G, and economic-mathe-

matical models MM
E
 (models of the cost of creating ROC with a certain structure and composi-

tion K) to verify compliance with the requirements of value constraints О
Ek

;
– a preliminary analysis of the possibility of ROC creation according to specified technical 

requirements G on the basis of solving the equations of the ROC existence R
ROC

 [38] This analysis 

is performed by compiling and solving the equations of the material characteristics of the ROC 

components R
M 

(ROC mass and volume balance equations, etc.), the energy balance equations of 

the ROC components R
E
, the equations of their information support R

I
, and the equations providing 

the ROC performance characteristics R
J
; the numerical values of these equations are formed using 

data on the characteristics of the ROC components contained in the database DB of previously cre-

ated ROV, TC, CW, CD and CED, as well as market-accessible nodes and systems of the specified 
equipment;

– in the case of a positive result of the preliminary analysis, the database of the component 

parts DB
K
 and the construction materials DB

M
 for the ROC components are generated, based on 

information from the DB;
– in the case of a negative result of the preliminary analysis, a search is made for solutions 

to adjust the structure and/or replace equipment K of ROC components or an order is created for 
designing and creating new equipment.

Thus, the implementation of a systems approach in the ROC design provides for the imple-

mentation of the following set of design works (creative phase):

                           P
P
={О

ROC
; K; Q

ROV
; VM; ММ; R

ROC
; (М; Е; І; J)|DB};  (6)

                                            О
ROC

={О
M

; О
E
; О

I
; О

J
; О

Ek
};  (7)

                                       K
ROC

={K
ROV

; K
TC

; KCW; K
CED

; K
CD

};  (8)

                               VM={VM
ROV

; VM
TC

; VMCW; VM
CED

; VM
CD

}; (9)

                                              
{ }

EF G E O
MM MM ; MM ;=     (10)

                                                R
ROC

={R
M

; R
E
; R

I
; R

J
}|

G
;    (11)

                                       M={M
ROV

; M
TC

; MCW; M
CED

; M
CD

}|DB;  (12)
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                                          E={E
ROV

; E
TC

; ECW; E
CED

; E
CD

}|DB;    (13)

                                            I={I
ROV

; I
TC

; ICW; I
CED

; I
CD

}|DB;   (14)

                                           J={J
ROV

; J
TC

; JCW; J
CED

; J
CD

}|DB.    (15)

Obviously, a promising scientific task of the creative phase is the automation of the ROC 
design processes based on the creation of accurate information models of their operation in speci-

fied modes A and models to support the adoption of design decisions based on a systems approach.

ROC technical design C
P
 (engineering phase – internal design):

– execution of design calculations B
ROC

, confirming the performance and reliability of the 
ROC components, confirming compliance with the technical requirements of G to it and the imple-

mentation of design constraints О
ROC 

on its creation;
– development of project documentation (drawings) D

ROC
, necessary for the manufacture of 

new components and systems for ROC components;
– development of documentation D

M
 and D

K
 for the purchase, respectively, of materials and 

ROC components and systems, which are included in the project from the databases DBМ and DB
K
;

– development of documentation on the preliminary feasibility study for the ROC cre-

ation D
TEO

.

Thus, the implementation of a systems approach in the ROC technical design provides for 

the implementation of the following set of design and engineering works (engineering phase):

                                        C
P
={B

ROC
; D

ROC
; DBМ; DB

K
; DТЕО};   (16)

                                    
{ }

ROC ROCROV TC TW CED CD G,O
B B ; B ; B ; B ; B ;=

 
  (17)

                                      D
ROC

={D
ROV

; D
TC

; DCW; D
CED

; D
CD

}|BD;    (18)

                                  DМ={D
MROV

; D
MTC

; DMCW; D
MCED

; D
MCD

}|BD;   (19)

                                   D
K
={D

KROV
; D

KTC
; DKCW; D

KCED
; D

KCD
}|BD;    (20)

 

The relation (1)–(20) form the basis of the methodology of ROC design based on the system 

approach methodology. The formed list of design works of the production phase and design and 

construction phases of the ROC can be easily formalized by mathematical and computer modeling 

methods, makes it possible to involve modern CAD/CAM/CAE software packages in design, and 

CFD packages to study their operation.

4. Discussion of the generalized methodology for ROC design

ROCs form a large class of underwater robotics facilities. The significant advantages of their 
use include the ability to remotely perform underwater work in real time and without risk to the life 

of a human operator. Modern methods of designing such complexes are poorly systematized and 

relate to the design of their individual components – remotely operated vehicles, their tether cables 

and control systems. This increases the duration of the design work and reduces their quality.

Unmanned technologies for the implementation of underwater work require a systematic 

approach to the process of ROC design, which involves taking into account the peculiarities of the 

interaction of the components of the complex when performing its main operating modes. This al-

lows to create complexes, the individual components of which are designed from a unified position 
of system engineers and most fully correspond to the ROC underwater missions.

It is proposed to implement a systematic approach to the ROC design in the form of de-

composition of the offshore operation as “underwater tasks (mission) – underwater technology 

of its implementation – underwater work using the selected technology – a task for the executive 

mechanism of the complex” chain. This creates an information base for the formation of the list of 
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executive mechanisms of the complex and forms the technical appearance of its components in the 

early stages of design.

The proposed production, creative, and engineering phases of the ROC design allow to 

clearly formulate the set of works that cover the design of all components of the complex. An im-

portant component of the creative design phase is the use of the developed system of existence of 

equations of the existence of the system, which allow to systematically evaluate design solutions 

for material, energy, information and operational characteristics. This allows already in the early 

stages of design to establish the possibility of ROC creation with specified characteristics.
Obtained for each phase of the set of design works include, in particular, the develop-

ment of mathematical and virtual 3D-models of the ROC components. This allows to further 

transfer the design of such complexes on a fully computer technology using modern applica-

tion software packages.

5. Conclusions

Modern approaches to the ROC and ROV design cover the study of their individual compo-

nents – ROV, TC and control systems. Approaches to the design of these components as elements 

of a single automatic underwater complex are not covered in the literature.

The expediency is shown and features of application of the system approach to the un-

manned ROC design are established. A system interaction between the components of the com-

plex has been proposed to take into account both the decomposition of “underwater tasks (mis-

sion) – underwater technology of its implementation – underwater work according to the chosen 

technology – the task for the executive mechanism of the complex” operations.

It is proposed to perform the ROC design as a sequential implementation of the staging, 

creative and engineering phases. For each phase, a number of papers were formulated that cover all 

the components of the complex (ROV, TC, CW, CD and CED) and use the existence equations for 
these components as a tool for system analysis of technical solutions.

A promising scientific task of the creative phase is the automation of the ROC design pro-

cesses based on the creation of accurate information models of their operation in specified modes 
A and models to support the adoption of design decisions based on a systems approach.

The obtained results form the theoretical basis for finding effective technical solutions in the 
early stages of ROC design and for automating the design with the involvement of modern applied 

CAD/CAM/CAE applications and CFD packages.
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